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‘THAT’ HOUSE

Though the core design of the suburban house has re-
mained static since the Post War World II era, the world has 
dramatically evolved to include innovative technologies, 
changing family dynamics, and environmental changes. This 
type of housing, that utilizes cheap materials and poor con-
struction methods, coincides with the societal standards of 
consumerism in the United States of America. The concept 
of consumerism is to use and throw away. Just like a plastic 
water bottle, these cheap suburban houses are static and 
are not meant to evolve to meet the needs of its occupants, 
but to be sold to make a profit.  
This thesis manipulates an existing average house to con-
form to new standards from the urban environment that em-
braces adaptability of form, space, and needs, while giving 
the occupant opportunities for choice. By using the existing 
structure of a home as a shell and for thermal massing, and 
creating a new living core this thesis will activate spaces to 
create diff erent experiential micro-climates and explore a 
series of dualities that can kinetically change depending on 
the seasonal environment and the future and present needs 
of the occupants.  

ABSTRACT
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������“How can adaptability of space and form 
enrich the footprint of suburban America?”

This process will manipulate an existing suburban house that 
consciously uses urban characteristics to reactivate spaces that have 

been unchanged since the post WWII era.

THESIS QUESTION 
& STATEMENT

Figure 1: Consumer Graphic Inspired by They Live, 2012.

I 
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‘THAT’ HOUSE

By deconstructing the old and adding a 
new living core this house is designed 

to become an interactive space that 
occupants can manipulate depending on 
their needs. The architectural language 
of the dualities, gradiants, spatial 
experiences, environmental relationships, 
and materiality will help to share the 
overall goal of changing typologies 
with the user. This will help the user to 
understand true choice and flexiblity that 
housing should off er.

This individual design is just one 
potential iteration that could be 

implemented into suburbia as a way to 
slowly change the process of creating/
altering housing in the future. 

PROJECT 
OVERVIEW

Original Building Type: Single Family House
Potential Building Type: Townhouse

Total Outdoor Space 4,055 sqft
Conditioned Space: 2,000 sqft
Semi-Conditioned Space: 945 sqft
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ISSUES & 
POSITIONS

Deceptively Different
I noticed a lack of variety. I realized that 
most forms were the same, but with 
diff erent variations of color and finishes. 
This stems back to the post WWII idea 
of producing housing for the masses. 
Because of the housing boom, due to 
the ending of WWII and easily aff ordable 
mortgages for returning military 

members, houses needed to be produced 
in the masses, however this aff ected the 
thoughtfulness of design and the unique 
qualities a single house would traditionally 
have.1 These homes create the illusion of 
choice; however, each home is essentially 
the same. 

Designed to Sell
This type of housing model is built to make 
the maximum profit for developers, rather 
than being designed for the occupants. 
This lack of consideration aff ects the light-
ing conditions, eff iciency of insulating the 
house, and lack of natural air circulation, 
thus the occupants standards of living 
throughout suburbia. Unfortunately money 
1 “The Growth of Suburbia.” Khan Academy. Date accessed: 
May 2022. Figure 2: Levittown, Long Island, New York, 1947 

I 
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typically drives projects, thus this hous-
ing model still exists.

Lack of Quality
Instead of using materials that will last, 
developers use cheap materials. It is 
horrifying to see that houses in these 
developments are falling apart, even 
though they are being sold for way 
over the asking price. Consumerism is 
a large problem that is implemented 
into these homes. “Architectural 
patronage and practice in the United 
States can be viewed as a consumerist 
enterprise….This production has 
consumerist characteristics, such as 
beingconceptually if not materially 
expendable.”2 This means that these 
houses are designed to be expendable, 
thus static. This housing model 
intentionally designed these houses to 

2  John Chase. “The Role of Consumerism in American Ar-
chitecture.” Journal of Architectural Education (1984-) 44, no. 

4 (1991): 211–24.  

fall apart. This makes the user either want 
to continually pay money for upkeep or to 
buy something new. 

Consumption without 
Production
The houses and occupants around and 
on the site are constantly consuming 
energy, water, and food without pro-
ducing any energy themselves. With 
proper infrastructure the site can start to 
include water production systems and 
food production systems that can easily 
be used by the occupant.
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Figure 3: Nuclear Family, 1955

Figure 4: Multi-generational Family

Figure 5: Single Parent Family

Figure 6: Unmarried Roommates

Figure 7: Elderly Couple with Grandkids

Wasted Space
Due to fire codes, housing is required 
to be several yards apart, thus spaces 
inbetween the houses are desolate and 
unused. The ornamental front yard is 
underutilized as well. By defining space 
within the front yard, occupants will feel 
more comfortable using the space. There 
are also many spaces within the home 
that are a waste. By looking at micro-
apartments, this iteration will be able to 
maximize spaces within the home.

Diversity of Family Types
Because this housing model was de-
signed in the post WWII era, the exist-
ing house on the site was designed for 
the American Nuclear Family, however 
housing situations have become more 
diverse.3 This means that housing 

3 Tracy Hadden-Loh and Evan Farrar, “Modernizing  

needs to become more flexible. Housing 
should become fluid. It should be able 
to change depending on the changing 
occupancy throughout its lifespan. 

- Nuclear Family: this is the classic American 
Family. This family type still exists, however there 
are now many different types.

- Multi-Generational Family: this unit consists 
of multiple generations. This means that there 
would be children, parents, and potentially 
grandparents.

- Single Parent Family: this unit would consist 
of a single provider parent with one or more 
children.

- Unmarried Roommates: to save money many 
young adults have roommates to lower the cost of 
housing. this is more common among rentals.

- Elderly Couple with Grandkids: this unit 
would include grandparents that are raising their 
grandchildren

family: America’s Demographics are Transforming, but our 
Housing Supply is Not,” Bookings, December 2020.

I 
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SITE
CONTEXT
Location: Deerpath Subdivision

      Noblesville, Indiana

Deerpath is one of the largest 
subdivisions in Noblesville, IN. This 

context map only includes a fraction of 
the housing in the overall neighborhood. 
After living in this neighborhood, I began 
to realize how easy it was to get lost while 
walking or driving. Many of the houses 
are similar in form and size, thus they 
don’t have individual character defining 
features or landmarks to help the users 
better understand where they are. 

Some of the amenities in the 
neighborhood include a pool, tennis 

courts, volleyball courts, a playground, 
and several awnings and picnic benches.

Proposed Site

VegetationWater

Dwelling

Fence

Walking PathAmenities
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View of a house that 
shows exterior 

personalization’s, 
widening of driveway, 

that suits the 
occupants needs.

View of functional 
meters that are an 

eye sore to the yard. 
Occupants have tried 

to cover them up 
with plantings.

View of two houses 
that are the same 

except they are 
mirrored and have 

diff erent exterior 
finishes.

View of underutilized 
backyards that are 
commonly seen in 
the neighborhood. 

This shows the lack 
of defining space.

View of a mini food 
pantry in the 

community area of 
the division. This 

shows the desire to 
gather and connect.

Image of the stream 
that runs along the 
public space in the 
neighborhood. The 

commonly used trail 
runs parallel with it.

View of trees growing 
lower than the head 
height of an average 

adult. This hinders 
people from wanting 
to use the sidewalk.

Image showing the 
coverage of trees on 
the average street in 
the subdivision. The 

trees are not diverse, 
but still present.

I 
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PEDESTRIAN PATH PEDESTRIA

BACKYARD

STATIC
SPACE

STATIC
SPACEPEDESTRIAN PATH PEDESTRIAN PATH PEDESTRIAN PATH PEDESTRIAN PATH

BUFFER
VEGETATION 

BUFFER

VEGETATION 
BUFFER

VEGETATION 
BUFFER

VEGETATION 

BUFFER
VEGETATION 

BUFFER

VEGETATION 
BUFFER

VEGETATION 

BUFFER

VEGETATION 

SITE 
ANALYSIS
The proposed site includes a 7,000 

sqft plot with a three bedroom, two 
bath single story house. There are several 
trees in the front yard. This acts as a 
poor privacy buff er and shading buff er 

between the street and the house. The 
front yard lacks any indication that it is 
used. When backyards are actively used 
they typically have a fence, however the 
site does not contain a privacy fence. 
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The house contains small standard size 
windows and directly faces south, 

however many of the active spaces are on 
the north side of the house. The south side 
of the house has private program such as 
a bedroom and a garage. If the designer 
took sun orientation into account they 
would have had active spaces such as 
the living room and kitchen on the south 
side of the building.

Between the months of June and 
September, the months that need 

nature cooling and ventilation, the 
prevailing winds most often come from 
the southwest. This shows that the house 
should have been oriented diff erently. 

Though mass production of housing 
was needed after WWII to house 

mass amounts of people, the original 
designers of this housing model failed 
to take passive systems and experiential 
qualities, such as daylight, into account.

June to September Wind

All Year Wind Patterns

10%

10%
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PROGRAM 
REQUIREMENTS

Six Core Spaces
There are six core spaces of the American 
home. These spaces are...

-Living Room

-Dining Room

-Bedroom

-Kitchen

-Bathroom/Laundry

-Garage

These are the most used and needed 
spaces in the American household. 
By understanding these core spaces, 
this thesis will start to combine and 
manipulate these core requirements to 
maximize space within, thus creating 
flexbility for the user. 

I 
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‘THAT’ HOUSE

FFigure 8: Dort Mandrup,igure 8: Dort Mandrup,  Summerhouse in Jorlunde, Summerhouse in Jorlunde, 
Denmark, Denmark, 2004.  2004.  

SINGLE 
FAMILY HOME
After critiquing the American suburban 

home. I started to explore single family 

homes that supported the ideas of maximizing 

space, creating choice, and supporting 

passive systems. Many of these homes used 

kinetic apertures, (windows, panels, doors),  

to define and open up spaces. This also gave 

many of the homes opportunity to capture 

prevailing winds to naturally cool the homes. 

Summerhouse in Jorlunde is a great example 

that experiments with defining, dividing, and 

opening diff erent interior and exterior spaces 

within the house structure.1 The sliding 

panels help to shade, block wind, or even to 

create privacy barriers.

1“Summerhouse in Jorlunde/Dorte Mandrup.” ArchDaily. 
Date Accessed: May 2022.
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Figure 12: Casagrande LaboratoryFigure 12: Casagrande Laboratory
Chen House, TaiwanChen House, Taiwan, , 2008.2008.

Figure 9: Buro II, Barn House, BelgiumFigure 9: Buro II, Barn House, Belgium, , 
2005.2005.

Figure 11: OBRA ArchitectsFigure 11: OBRA Architects
Centrifugal VillaCentrifugal Villa, NY, USA, , NY, USA, 2008.2008.

Figure 10: Bricault DesignFigure 10: Bricault Design
BBrooks Avenuerooks Avenue, CA, USA, , CA, USA, 2009.2009.

Figure 14: Carter + BurtonFigure 14: Carter + Burton
YYoga Studiooga Studio, VA, USA, , VA, USA, 2007.2007.

Figure 13: Studio GrandeFigure 13: Studio Grande
Hof Residence, IcelandHof Residence, Iceland, , 2007.2007.

I 
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FFigure 15: igure 15: Za Bor ArchitectsZa Bor Architects, P, Parasite Offi  ce, arasite Offi  ce, 
RussiaRussia, 2011., 2011.

PARASITIC
ADDITIONS
Parasitic Architecture is meant to be 

seen “as an adaptable, transient and 
exploitive form of architecture that forces 
relationships with host buildings in order 
to complete themselves.”1 Though the 
word parasitic is seen in a negative light. 
Parasitic additions are a step towards 
creating a new typology lies between 
suburban and urban space. By creating 
an addition that attaches to the original 
host, the existing building on site, and 
graphs itself to an adjacent building, it can 
start to create better thermal massing, 
uniquely define spaces, and force visual 
change/density on the site. 

1 “Parasitic Architecture.” City Movement: Concerns with the 

Issues and Ideas of the Contemporary City. March 2012. 
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Figure 18: Leonard Van MunsterFigure 18: Leonard Van Munster
UUrban Sky Camping, Netherlandsrban Sky Camping, Netherlands

Figure 17: Les Toits de Monde (the roofs of the world)Figure 17: Les Toits de Monde (the roofs of the world)
3BOX, 3BOX, France.France.

Figure 19: Stefan EberstadtFigure 19: Stefan Eberstadt
RRucksack House, Germanyucksack House, Germany, , 2004-5.2004-5.

Figure 16: Korteknie & SchulmacherFigure 16: Korteknie & Schulmacher
PParasite in Rotterdam, Netherlandsarasite in Rotterdam, Netherlands, , 2001.2001.

I 
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FFigure 20: igure 20: Kisho KurokawaKisho Kurokawa, N, Nagakin Capsule Tower, agakin Capsule Tower, 
JapanJapan, 1972., 1972.

MICRO-
APARTMENTS
The midwest typically fails to understand the 

importance of space because everything is 

so spread out, however this causes ineff iciencies 

in homes. Many suburban homes have dead 

corners or awkward unused spaces that are taken 

for granted. By looking at densely populated 

areas such as Tokyo, Japan, this thesis can start 

to understand the importance of maxmimizing 

space. Tokyo is one of the most densely populated 

cities in the world, thus this city has been looking 

at ways to maximize space since the mid 20th 

century. For example, Nagakin Capsule Tower 

concentrates on the idea of metobolist growth 

while maximizing the storage and function of 

each individual unit.1 

1 BJessica Baldwin, “Metabolist Design: The Naga-

kin Capsule Tower, Japan,” do_co,mo.mo_us. May 2014. 
sule-tower-japan 
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FFigure 21: igure 21: MYCCMYCC, , Urban Shelter, Spain,Urban Shelter, Spain, 2012. 2012.

FFigure 23: igure 23: SStudioWOKtudioWOK, , Batipin Flat, ItalyBatipin Flat, Italy, 2015., 2015. Figure 24: Anne Rolland ArchitecteFigure 24: Anne Rolland Architecte, , Studio Li, FranceStudio Li, France, , 
2014.2014.

Figure 22: Figure 22: Betillon/Dorval-BoryBetillon/Dorval-Bory
Appartement Spectral, FranceAppartement Spectral, France, 2013., 2013.

I 
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CARVECARVE
SPLITSPLIT

ORIGINALORIGINAL When developing the form, I 
used a simple pink concrete 

block to represent the existing 
home. I started play with the form. 
Within this experiment I made 
varying iterations that carved out 
space, split spaces, melted spac-
es, multiplied spaces, and explod-

ed spaces.
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SHELL &
CORE
Shell: Existing Structure
Core: Plumbing/HVAC

After playing with these blocks, I 
decided that I would carve out the 

existing spaces while keeping the core 
to create new spaces that could change 
and adapt. 

At this point I was only concentrating 
on the interior of building, however 

I wanted to inform people there was 
a change on the interior by showing 
it on the exterior. Another problem 
with this concept was that there was 
no connection to adjacent homes. 

Connecting to adjacent homes was a 
core idea that would start to evolve the 
suburban ideal of a single house into 
something that could grow and attach, 
while creating opportunity for diff erent 
exterior conditions.
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SHELL & 
PARASITE
Shell: Existing Structure
Core: Addition

The absence of grafting and 
connecting to other buildings is how 

the shell and core idea evolved into a 
parastic being. 

Other than the foundation and 
structure, the existing single family 

house would be  gutted. This would give 
the occupants an opportunity to overlay 
this structure with kallwall, thus creating a 
semi-conditioned space. The conditioned 
space would become this parasitic being 
that would burrow into the shell, existing 
structure, and surrounding masses such 
as the adjacent homes and ground plane.
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01  dualities
creating diff erent microclimates of change creating diff erent microclimates of change 
within each room creates choice as well as within each room creates choice as well as 
maximization of space. dualities is also seen maximization of space. dualities is also seen 
on the exterior with rotating aperatures that on the exterior with rotating aperatures that 
change depending on the climatechange depending on the climate

02  production of resources
suburbia is all about consuming. by creating suburbia is all about consuming. by creating 
oppotunities to produce and reuse, this new oppotunities to produce and reuse, this new 
typology challenges societal consumption typology challenges societal consumption 
that reinforces the suburbsthat reinforces the suburbs

DESIGN
GOALS

03 passive systems
using passive systems challenges the thought using passive systems challenges the thought 
of building strictly to make money, but of building strictly to make money, but 
rather to design for the comfortability of the rather to design for the comfortability of the 
occupantsoccupants

04 connections to 
adjacencies
the single family home by itself is ineffi  cient, the single family home by itself is ineffi  cient, 
however when connected, the building has however when connected, the building has 
better thermal mass. this simple connection better thermal mass. this simple connection 
challenges that disconnectness that was once challenges that disconnectness that was once 
sought aft er.sought aft er.
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original
two completely seperate entities that two completely seperate entities that 
are separated by property lines that are separated by property lines that 

help to distinguish the independence of help to distinguish the independence of 
each set of occupants per houseeach set of occupants per house

DETERMINING
THE FORM
The Evolution
The forms were determined by the shell 
and parasitic idea while considering the 
four main design goals.

01 Dualities

02 Production of resources

03 Passive Systems

04 Connections to Adjacencies
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connecting
attaching onto the adjacent single family attaching onto the adjacent single family 

residence changes the typology of the site. residence changes the typology of the site. 
This would be described as something This would be described as something 

between urbanbetween urban and suburban and suburban

rotating
the rotating section of the form represents the rotating section of the form represents 
the change from static to dynamic forms the change from static to dynamic forms 

on the interior and exterior of the building. on the interior and exterior of the building. 
this change is also informed by wind this change is also informed by wind 

patterns of the environmentpatterns of the environment

I 
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The living space is where the 
occupant first enters the 

interior. It is the link between the 
occupiable shell and the interior 
spaces of the home. It is a space 
to socialize not only with the 
residents of the home but visitors 

as well.

The eating space connects the 
private and living spaces. It 

is the link between pure public 
space, living, and private spaces. 
The eating/cooking space has 
built in cabinetry, tables, and 
chairs that can fold into the walls.

Flex space is used for private 
spaces that can be transformed 

from an off ice to a bedroom. These 
blank spaces can expand and 
contract depending on the needs 

of the occupants.
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The site plan was meant to reduce as 
much runoff  as possible, while creating 

diff erent types of spaces that would 
encourage occupants to go outside. The 
rotated portion of the parasite is a green 
roof and the one solid concrete driveway 
has been replaced with permeable stones. 

The raised bed of indigenous plants in 
the south lawn helps to define the space 

and motivate the users to use the space. 
The ornamental front yard has now been 
cast aside for a usable outdoor space.

The north lawn has several diff erent 
platforms thet break up the traditional 

single plane yard. This includes a patio that 
is sunken into the ground, and two levels of 
lawn for activity.

SITE PLAN --
. - .. . ~;. 

;..~ ... r.. --,.=--. 
>:.~~ 

, .,. ,.- -'!Ir, 
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There are three diff erent conditions 
within this housing design. The shell 

acts as a semi-conditioned space that is a 
gateway between the indoor and outdoor 
conditions. 

This semi-conditioned space could be 
used in the winter to enjoy the sun, while 

remaining warm. It also gives the occupants 
an opportunity to grow food throughout 
the year. The semi-conditioned space has 
kinetic kallwalls that grant the user access 
to the prevailing winds and to step outside. 

MICROCLIMATES
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1

2

3

4
5

6

7
8

9

10

11

lower level
1 restroom1 restroom
2 fl ex space2 fl ex space
3 fl ex space3 fl ex space

first level
4 entry4 entry
5 living space5 living space
6 fl ex space6 fl ex space
7 fl ex space7 fl ex space
8 fl ex space8 fl ex space

second level
9 kitchen9 kitchen
10 fl ex table10 fl ex table
11 fl ex table11 fl ex table

I I 

D 
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1 restroom1 restroom
2 laundry/storage2 laundry/storage
3 fl ex room3 fl ex room
4 fl ex room4 fl ex room
5 fl ex room5 fl ex room
6 fl ex room6 fl ex room

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Kinetic Elements
Kallwall: overlayed translucent 
surface that adds thermal capabilities, 
food production space, and rain water 
collection while creating a gradiant 
between indoor and outdoor spaces. 
There are several panels that can be 
rotated into doorway and window 
openings. This will allow wind and access 
to the outdoor areas.

Steel Rainscreen: this is a kinetic 
facade that acts as a rainscreen while 
creating ideal lighting conditions within 
the interior spaces

CLT Panels: kinetic material that can 
open and close, slide back and forth, as 
well as expand and contract depending 
on the needs of the occupants.

MATERIALS & TECTONICS:
SERIES OF DUALITIES

Static Elements
Wood Structure: this is the existing 
stud structure from the original building 
on the site.

Green Surfaces: these green spaces 
reduce runoff  within the site while helping 
to naturally insulate the form.

Concrete Massing: this is a 

loadbearing material that represents the 
urban characteristic while creating a 
shell for the dynamic materials within.
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SERIES OF 
DUALITIES
Creating spaces with moveable walls, built-

in furniture, and storage that gives the 
users multiple types of uses within one space. 
The variety of uses within a single space rep-
resents the change and adaptability of a urban 
micro-apartment.
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The shell is a third condition that 
connects the user to the exterior while 
also being a becon of production and 
passive systems.

The translucent material is made of 
kallwall. This helps to passively insulate 
the space, while letting in natural sunlight 
for food production. The roof of the 
structure was also designed to capture 
and reuse rainwater.

Not only does this space help the 
occupants produce and save money, but 
the occupiable space creates opportunity 
to expand the interior spaces or just 
become usable space in the winter. 

BENEFITS OF 
THE SHELL
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fi berglass facefi berglass face

insulated panelsinsulated panels

aluminum gridaluminum grid

irrigation lineirrigation line
metal profi lemetal profi le

insulated panelinsulated panel

PVC layerPVC layer
fytotextile layerfytotextile layer

plantsplants

polyamide layerpolyamide layer
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STANK SIZE CALCULATION: 

RECOMMENDED TANK SIZE = (FOOTPRINT OF PROPERTY X DRAINAGE 

COEFFICIENT X WATER EFFICIENCY X ANNUAL RAINFALL X 0.5) X .05

ANNUAL RAINFALL = 42 INCHES

ROOF AREA = 149.2 M^2

DRAINAGE COEFFICIENT = 0.8

FILTER EFFICIENCY = 0.95

(149.2M^2 X 0.8 X 0.95 X 1066 MM X 0.5) X 

.05

= 6,048.33 L 

= 1598.76 GALLON TANK NEEDED

I 
~ I / 

---------
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REFLECTIONS
Suburbia is a problem. While our society 
continues to evolve, the housing model that 
is used across the United States continues to 
stay the same. 
My approach during this exploration was to 
design a single house that could be used as 
a guideline to create a typology that is inbe-
tween suburban and urban. Th is new typolo-
gy would fi x problems with the current state 
of suburbia, such as wasted space, consump-
tion without production, and cheap materi-
als, while implementing solutions that were 
found in the urban realm. Having an urban 
mentality about the importance of space, will 
help to maximize all wasted spaces and cre-
ated intentional dualities that can easily be 
changed depending on need. By doing this, 
the architecture itself will enrich space and 
form through thoughtful design solutions. 
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RESULTS
The adaptability of space and form can 

enrich the footprint of suburban America.

I 
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01 Through this thesis I was only able 
to design a single house, however I 
would like to explore this on a larger 
neighborhood scale.

02 I think it would be interesting to 
implement this type of house in a low 
income area to see the aff ects of the 
architecture.

03 I would also like to explore the addition 
of micro-apartments onto a single plot in 
addition to the house to create a revenue 
stream for the owners.

04 On a smaller scale, I would have liked 
to design a single kinetic room or wall 
in more detail. This could lead to further 
exploration of kits that users could 
purchase.

05 I would liike to explore the legality/
codes of how the houses would connect.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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CHUNK
MODEL
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ARCHITECTURAL 
MODEL
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MASSING
MODEL
ITERATIONS
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